SDS students, faculty, and staff,

As a reminder, select in-person instruction begins today. However, all DSBA and HIA graduate courses will remain online at this time.

We encourage you all to watch Chancellor Gaber's message on answering the top four questions for returning to campus below.

As always, if there are any questions regarding the return to campus, please feel free to contact us.
Meet The SDS Student Organization Board!

A few weeks ago, we welcomed the newly elected SDS Student Organization Board!

- **President**: Rishitha Muddana
- **Vice President**: Luke Jenkins
- **Treasurer**: Eric Dishmon
- **Secretary**: Elijah Ellison
- **Senator**: Ridhi Shah
- **Marketing Officer**: Yash Patel
- **New Student Liaison**: Yashank Choksi
- **HIA Liaison**: Aparna Rajwani

We can't wait to see all the great things they accomplish this semester! Click the link below to get to know your SO board a little better.

Get To Know The SO Board

In Case You Missed It: Wednesday Seminar,
Cloud Wars

Did you miss last week's Wednesday Seminar?

Head to the SDS Youtube channel to check out the recording, or watch it again if you enjoyed the session!

Don't forget to like and subscribe!

Watch It Again: SDS Fall Webinar Series, Racial Injustice & Inequality In Applications of Data Science

Our first Fall Webinar event was a huge success! Thank you to everyone who attended the amazing session.

If you were unable to attend, or just want to watch it twice, we have an unlisted recording up on our Youtube channel.

Please note, this recording is only available for a limited time, and will be taken down on Monday, October 19th.
The School of Data Science is thrilled to welcome the second speaker for our Fall Webinar event, Lucia Tian, Chief Analytics Officer for the ACLU.

Join us on Friday, October 16th, for a discussion on Data Science in the Fight for Civil Liberties.

Register Here

DSBA Student Named On Charlotte Inno's Under 25 List
Congratulations to DSBA student, Adonis Abdullah, for being named on Charlotte Inno's Under 25 list!

Adonis founded Hot Route Analytics, a sports analytics firm that partners with small and medium-sized University athletics programs, and a winner in the spring 2020 49er Foundry and Student Entrepreneurs Showcase. Learn more about him and the other recipients below!

SDS Graduate Students Featured on WDRB Media Radio Show

Last week, SDS graduate students, Khabiyrul Gainey and Ashley Finke, had

Read More Here
We had the opportunity to be guests on the OG Inspiration morning show, hosted by Dr. Odell Glenn Jr and WDRB media radio.

They discussed our master’s programs in data science and health informatics and the importance of the fields! Check out the recording below!

Listen To The Interview Here

---

**Ethics In Data Science Series: Model Risk Management Framework**

The School of Data Science has established a three-part article series on ethics in the field of data science.

First, Executive Director, Doug Hague, explores how a framework used in the financial services industry, can be utilized for managing ethics in data science.

Read More Here

---

Mark Your Calendar
Tableau Conference 2020 With A Twist

When: **October 6 - 8, 2020**

The Tableau Conference-ish will deliver a new spin on signature TC moments like inspiring keynotes from Tableau President and CEO Adam Selipsky and the hotly anticipated unveiling of never-before-seen product updates and jaw-dropping demos with Chief Product Officer Francois Ajenstat and the incredible Tableau development team. And, of course, get ready for the puns and impressive vizzing in the can’t-miss Iron Viz virtual showdown.

Tableau Conference 2020 is hosting a three-day conference which is 100% free and virtual.

[Register Here]

---

21st Annual Cybersecurity Symposium

When: **October 6 - 8, 2020**

The 21st Annual Cybersecurity Symposium will be held in a virtual environment. Because of the virtual platform’s flexibility, we have decided to run the symposium over multiple days (October 6-8), which will give us the option of hosting an even larger number of attendees than UNC Charlotte's physical spaces can support.

Additional details can be found [here](#).
DCHI Informatics Research Seminar

When: October 7, 2020, 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM

The Informatics Research Seminar Series is sponsored by Duke University and a collaboration with UNC-Chapel Hill, NCCU, UNC-Charlotte, ECU and Wake Forest. This series explores key areas in Health Informatics and include research results, overview of programs of research, basic, applied, and evaluative projects, as well as research from varied epistemological stances.

Eric Myers and Sherrine Eid from SAS Institute will be presenting this week on "Informatics Research Seminar: COVID-19 Predictive Modeling and Public Health Data Collection"

Join the meeting using the below meeting information:
Meeting number: 120 894 4642

Additional details can be found here.

Join The Seminar

Wednesday Seminar: Career with Tresata
When: October 7, 2020, 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM

*Tresata* is a cloud data analytics start-up, it builds and automates predictive analytics software to help companies better understand people, processes, and product data at a massive scale and with great precision.

Pat Sellers is Director of Operations at Tresata and leads recruiting as well as tresataACADEMY, an online training program for new and existing employees. Before joining Tresata, he taught at Davidson College for 19 years, where he helped start the Data Science Program.

Register Here

Data Science Connect Virtual Conference 2020: The Decade of Data

When: October 7 - 9, 2020

*Data Science Connect Virtual Conference 2020* will be three days (workshops on Day 1 and presentations/panels on Days 2-3). #DSCConf2020 will showcase the wide variety of advanced data science applications across industry verticals and technical disciplines, with the goal of sharing and inspiring new applications, algorithms and techniques.

This year’s virtual conference will be multi-track, including the following:

1. Data Scientist
Future of Experience Design at Bank of America & Career Panel Session

BANK OF AMERICA

When: October 7, 2020, 5:00 - 6:30pm

Bank of America’s Experience Design team includes interaction designers, graphic designers, production designers, researchers, experience strategists, design program managers, content strategists, design technologists and other creative professionals. The team is constantly iterating, solving problems, and working together to ensure our digital platforms empower customers to reach their financial goals.

UNC Charlotte Virtual Career Fair

When: October 8, 2020 - 11:00 AM to October 9, 2020 - 3:00 PM

The large two day career fair will focus on a wide range of roles; open to all majors and all class levels. 170+ employers and grad programs offering 4,000+ full-time jobs, internships, co-ops, and graduate school opportunities. Attendees include Fortune 100 companies, nonprofits, government agencies, and local businesses. All registered employers are actively hiring!
SDS is participating in the fair on October 9th. Representatives from the school will be online and ready to answer any questions pertaining to our graduate programs in Data Science and Business Analytics and Health Informatics and Analytics.

Register Here

CCI Virtual Career Fair

Career Fair

Tuesday, October 13, 2020
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

When: October 13th, 2020 - 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

UNC Charlotte's College of Computing and Informatics (CCI) is hosting a career fair for all students. Everyone is strongly encouraged to attend a live training, which will cover how to use the career fair online system and how to be successful at the fair (talking with recruiters, attire, virtual interview tips, follow-up).

No RSVP is needed. Link for all sessions is here. Additional information about virtual fair can be found here.

Wednesday Seminar: Career with LendingTree
When: October 14, 2020, 04:00 - 05:00 PM

**LendingTree** empowers consumers to shop for financial services the same way they would shop for airline tickets or hotel stays, comparing multiple offers from a nationwide network of over 500 partners in one simple search, and can choose the option that best fits their financial needs. Services include mortgage loans, mortgage refinances, auto loans, personal loans, business loans, student refinances, credit cards and more.

Join the School of Data Science for an information panel session with Lending Tree. Panelists will include:
- Nikolai Smolin, Data Scientist
- Poossenjeet Bhattacharya, Strategy & Analytics
- David Ascienzo, Manager, Data Science
- Shriya Chintada, Data Science Engineer
- Chris Black, Manager, Talent Acquisition

[Register Here]

---

**Featured Job Opportunities**

**Wells Fargo Internship Opportunities**

There are several opportunities open for Graduate Internships and Ph.D. fellowships.
All interested applicants should submit a resume to Ivanna Campbell, Executive-in-Residence, for UNC Charlotte’s Center for Graduate Life.

Bank of America Opportunities

Bank of America invites you to attend their Fall 2020 Campus Connect Webcast Series, designed to educate you on all that Bank of America has to offer and help you define your interests. These webcasts will provide guidance as you begin your journey towards pursuing a future career.

Below is a list of the upcoming presentations and information so you can find the best fit for you. Further information on each event and joining details will be provided upon registration.

- **Wellness at BofA: Mindfulness Training to Grow Resiliency and Adaptability**, Monday, 10/5/2020, 4:00pm – 5:00pm EST
- **Diversity & Inclusion at BofA: Power to Be You with our Employee Networks**, Tuesday, 10/20/2020, 5:00pm – 6:00pm EST
- **Innovation at BofA: Embracing Technology in a Virtual Environment**, Monday, 10/26/2020, 5:00pm – 6:00pm EST
- **Responsible Growth at BofA: Our Environmental, Social & Governance Impact**, Thursday, 11/5/2020, 11:00am – 12:00pm EST
- **Better Money Habits at BofA: College Guide to Managing Personal Finances**, Monday, 11/16/2020, 3:00pm – 4:00pm EST

Red Ventures Job Opportunities

Red Ventures has a portfolio of brands and digital platforms that improves every aspect of the consumer journey, helping people make better decisions while unleashing transformative growth for our businesses and partners.

The company is currently hiring for the below positions:

- **Software Engineer**
- **Senior Data Scientist**
- **Data Engineer, Telecom**
- **Data Scientist**
Trane Technologies is looking for a People Analytics intern that has a passion with using data to drive insights, tell compelling stories, and deliver transformative results that directly impact ~40K associates. The ideal candidate would have a deep interest in people topics and a desire to ensure Trane Technologies is a place where every associate feels like they belong.

Qualifications:

- Currently enrolled in a graduate program with a concentration in Analytics
- Overall 3.0 GPA or above
- A proven track record of decision making and problem solving based on analytics. Conceptual thinking skills must be complemented by a strong quantitative orientation
- Experience with analytical tools & coding such as Tableau, SQL, Python a plus
- US citizenship is required
- Ability to work 15-20 hours per week

Additional details can be found [here](#), if you have further questions reach out to [Brittany Kelly](#)

---

**SDS Hire-A-Niner page**

**Join the Facebook Group**